Clarity Like You’ve Never Seen Before

Ultimate-K keratoconus
A Simple Fit for Exceptional Vision
It’s All About the Vault

GP Specialty Lenses are reported to be the best solution for patients with Keratoconus and other Irregular Cornea

The Visionary Ultimate-K lens is designed to evenly distribute the weight of the lens over the cornea with a slight apical touch of the apex. The Ultimate-K design implements five fitting curves (including the base curve) that can be manipulated to achieve the perfect combination of vault height and optic zone width.

The five curve design has the following advantages:
1. Curves can be manipulated to balance optic zone width and vault height
2. Design fit diagnostics and subsequent lens adjustments are easier
3. Edge quality is easy to control
4. Manufacturing consistency and repeatability are enhanced
5. Fitting through a fitting set is easier to trend

The Visionary Ultimate-K lens is manufactured from premium quality GP materials that have been proven effective for indications including keratoconus and other irregular cornea conditions.

Balancing the most effective optic zone with the appropriate amount of vault is key to establish maximum acuity for keratoconic patients.

Fitting Set Parameters:
• Streamlined for fitting process
• Fitting is easy and begins with a simple relationship to K for selection of base curve
• Good fit Fluorescein images are included in the fitting instructions
• Further customization can be achieved with corneal topography